
A JOURNEY IN TO THE ANALOG WORLD.

YEARS IN THE MAKING.

Inspired by old tapes in the attic, the golden age of analog synths worn down by the hands of time and a true love of pushing the boundries of what analog can do, Blossom by Audiowarp is the 
result of years of recording, re-recording and twisting countless numbers of vintage synths to produce something truly unique that’s become the Audiowarp trademark sound

MANIPULATING SOUNDS.

All the sounds within Blossom were recorded and post affected using only vintage outboard analog equipment. We took vintage analog synths and using various recording and post production 
methods such as tape compression and artifact manipulation we created an entirely new set of amazing, unique sounds. Dusty, ghostly, sombre and distant these sounds can only be created in the 
analog world.

IT’S WHAT’S INSIDE THAT COUNTS.

Blossom features a five page GUI including an FX, Modulation, Arpeggiator, Presets and main quad sample engine page. 228 sample patches, over 1300 incredible never heard before individual 
samples and more. We’ve given you the tools, now it’s over to you.



SOUND SOURCE 1

MAIN PAGE

SOUND SOURCE 2

SOUND SOURCE 4SOUND SOURCE 3

RANDOMISE
Click to randomise all 4 sources
along with Volume, Tuning and Filter Settings
to generate instant new sounds

RANDOMISE
Click to randomise individual voices

Use the arrows to skip back and forth

SAVE A PRESET
Save a Preset directly from any page
using this button. Please see page ‘Tips and Tricks’
for more details

PAGES
Click to access each control page:
Main, FX, Mod, Arp, Load

XY PAD
Drag the Dot around to morph between all 4 sound sources.

Use the X and Y dials to move along an axis.

Assign the X and Y controls to CCs, Automation Parameters
or your modwheel to automate them in your DAW 

VELOCITY SENSITIVITY
Drag to adjust velocity sensitivity for individual voices

POWER
Turn Voices on or off

SELECT
Choose to edit the Source,
Envelope or Filter controls

for the selected Voice



FX PAGE

REVERB
Global Size, Damping, Stereo
and Dry/Wet controls

SPATIAL
Width, Pan

FILTER
Global Cutoff, Resonance, Type

LO-FI
Global Sample Rate

and Bit Crush

DELAY
Global Delay Rate, Feedback,

Panning and Wet Controls

CHORUS
Global Speed,

Depth and Wet

DISTORTION
Global Drive and Damping



MOD PAGE

4 ENVELOPE DESTINATIONS

AMOUNT
Sets the depth at which the Envelope will
affect the source destination

AMOUNT

LFO TYPE

Sets the depth at which the LFO will
affect the source destination

Sine, Square, Triangle, Saw or Random

ENVELOPE ADSR
Attack, Decay, Sustain, Release

4 LFO DESTINATIONS



ARP PAGE

NOTE LENGTH SEQUENCER

PAN SEQUENCER

NOTE SEQUENCER

RANDOMISE STEPSNUDGE STEPS

RATE, STEPS, OCTAVE SEQUENCER MODE: UP, DOWN, RANDOM

VELOCITY SEQUENCER



LOAD PAGE

FACTORY PRESETS USER PRESETS

SCROLL BAR



TIPS AND TRICKS

SAVING AND RECALLING PRESETS - IMPORTANT

PASTE IN THIS LOCATION

SNAPSHOTS:
CLICK THE CAMERA ICON
CLICK SAVE
ENTER A NAME

COPY THESE FILES

Blossom comes with a selection of Factory Presets to get you started and you can also save your 
own presets using the Preset Manager.

Click the save button on any page to save a preset. After you have saved a preset it will appear 
next in the list in the User Presets Section

After you have finished saving your presets it is extremely important to follow these steps to ensure they appear when you next load the Blossom NKI.

In the main Folder there is a folder named ‘Data’. You must copy the contents of that folder and paste them into the Resources/data’ folder. Overwrite the original files in that folder.

If you do not want to use the User Presets system then you can naturally 
still use the Kontakt Snapshot system to save your own presets. You may 
prefer to do this as it may suit your workflow better.



USING AUTOMATION
The majority of the controls in Blossom can be automated within your DAW using Midi CC or automation data.

Kontakt has a very efficent way of handling automation assignments but if you are not familiar with it here’s some infomation

Right click a control to assign Midi CC. Right Click then move a controller on your external controller.

This will appear in the midi Automation section of Kontakt

Alternivatley use Host Automation. Drag a Host Paramter to a control and it will appear in the list

You can apply more than one controller to a knob and then adjust the depth at which it responds using 
the ‘From %’ and ‘To %’ controls in Kontakt



EULA
This End-User license agreement (EULA) is a legal agreement between you and Audiowarp for the Audiowarp product that this agreement accompanies; including computer software and associated 
media or multimedia, printed materials and electronic documentation. By installing or using this product you agree to be bound by the terms of the EULA. If you do not agree to the terms of this 
EULA you may not install or use the product. All audio samples provided with the product are the property of Audiowarp and are licensed to you, they are not sold.

1. Audiowarp grants the end-user (licensee) of the product the right to create finished musical works and performances using the audio samples and any other media or software included as part of 
the Audiowarp product.

2. The licensee may use the product for commercial purposes.

3. The licensee may alter the samples within the context of a finished musical work but may not distribute those altered samples outside of that musical context.

4. The creation of sound libraries in any form for commercial use or otherwise that use the Audiowarp audio or software, including single samples, loops, audio clips or similar is strictly prohibited. 
Violations will be prosecuted under local and international copyright law.

5. You may not under any circumstance make any part of the Audiowarp product available to others either by duplication, copy, distribution, transfer, upload, download, trade, resale, or loan.

6. The licensee may use this product on multiple computers under the following conditions:
 a. The use of multiple computers is part of a single audio workstation for the individual licensee.
 b. The licensee has two non-concurrent sites of work, such as a studio desktop and a laptop for live performance.

7. Audiowarp warrants and asserts that all audio samples, graphics, images, scripts, documents, and any other media included with the product is the sole property of Audiowarp and that Audiowarp 
has the authority to grant the rights in this EULA.

8. The user agrees to read the manual before seeking help or support from Audiowarp.

9. Audiowarp will not be responsible if the content of the product does not meet the particular purposes of the licensee.

10. It is the licensee's responsibility to check that the product is compatible with their computer system.

11. The product is licensed “as is”. Audiowarp will not be responsible for any loss incurred by the licensee from the direct or indirect use of the product.

12. If you have any doubts, concerns, or uncertainties about the terms in this EULA please contact Audiowarp before installing or using the product.

Copyright Audiowarp © 2019

This will appear in the midi Automation section of Kontakt

Alternivatley use Host Automation. Drag a Host Paramter to a control and it will appear in the list


